
 
 
 
 
  

Weekly Overview for Year 2, 6th – 10th July 
 

Hello Year 2! We hope that you are all keeping safe and well. We would like you to aim to complete 5 tasks a day. These are listed in the table below and 
details for each task will be in your Google Classroom. Have fun! 
 

 Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 
 

Maths Learning Focus -  
Measuring length (cm) 
 
(Hand In - google docs) 

Learning Focus -   
Compare lengths 
 

Learning Focus - 
Four operations with length 
 
(Hand In - google docs) 

Learning Focus –  
Compare mass 
 
(Hand In - google docs) 

Learning Focus -  
Measuring quiz 
 
(Hand In - upload a photo 
of your score) 

Reading Learning Focus-  
To answer questions 

Learning Focus-  
To answer questions 
 

Learning Focus-  
To answer questions 

Learning Focus-  
To answer questions 

(Hand In - google docs) 
 

Learning Focus-  
To answer questions 

Grammar/ 
Spelling 

Learning Focus –  
To practise the ‘tion’ 
sound 

Learning Focus -  
To practise the ‘tious/cious’ 
sound 
 

Learning Focus -  
To practise the split 
digraphs 
 
 

Learning Focus -  
To practise spellings using 
the look, cover, write, check 
method 
 

Learning Focus –  
To use your spellings in 
sentences 

Writing Learning Focus - Use 
expanded noun phrases.  

(Hand In - google docs) 
 

Learning Focus -  
Write a description  

(Hand In - google docs) 
 

Learning Focus – Write in 
the first person 

(Hand In - google docs) 
 
 

Learning Focus- Sequence 
the story.  
 
 

Learning Focus- Retell story 
in own words. 
  

(Hand In - google docs) 
 

Topic History -  
Learning Focus- Write a 
letter to a girl from Kenya 
  

Science 
Learning Focus- To 
understand the life cycle of 
a plant. 
 
(HI- upload a photo of your 
work) 
 

Music 
Learning Focus - Learn the 
words and actions to ‘Clap 
hands! Stamp feet!’ 

Art/DT 
Learning Focus -  
To create an African 
pattern.   

Well-being 
Learning Focus - Feelings 
and Emotions 
 
  

 


